Mster Victer Muhammad demonstrated to Dr. Alim et al. that the lozenges were inconsistent in
their concentration of Ifu~a and, that it was unreasonable to attempt to consistently attain such a
small amount of Ifu-a in each lozenge.
The lozenge ranged in concentration from 0 I.U per lozenge to as much as 500 I.U. per lozenge.

In November 1994, Victer was working as a Researcher at the Medical School at Howard
University. He was again contacted by Dr. Alim wherein Victer was informed the following by
Alim:

"_Pr_other ... the FDA has confiscated the Kemron at the airport (Dulles) and ray patients

(HIV/AIDS) are getting weaker and dying ... can you do anything? "

Vierfe.: s reapouse was9 "I don't know, brother. Let me see what I can do, and I will get back with
you."

Then, after referring with his Immunology books from graduate school, and, recalling the
instability and inconsistency of the lozenge that Dr. Alim had given him just a year earlier, Victer
settled on a liquid preparation of the Ifn-a.

Intheproperformulationand,undertheappropriateenvironment,whenconsideringanentitysuch
as Ifn-a, a liquid suspension appeared more stable in a long-term preparation than a lozenge.
Victer carried 12 one-month bottles to Dr. Alim and asked him to try them with the patients.

Three days later, Dr. Alim contacted Victer with jubilation in his voice because the patients had

positively responded to the preparation of Ifu-a that Victer had developed.

Five months after the above referenced time, Dr. Alim informed Victer that Demetrius X Haskins
has serodeconverted after taking the preparation that Victer had developed. Then, approximately
1 month later, Francine (?), from Baltimore, Maryland, was the second person to serodecovert via
the use of victer's preparation.
Note: The two names are cited in this document because the persons have given Mr. Victer
Muhammad permission to use their names.

As such, by August 2002, a total of eight patients of Dr. Alim had serodeconverted because of the
use of victer's preparation of the Low Dose, Natural, Intranasal, Interferon alpha.
Moreover, in a recent (circa 2019), in an interview with Tariq Muhammad, Dr. Alim, after being
prodded by Mr. Tariq Muhammad, stated the following:
"Yes . . . Brother Victer came to me and said, brother . . . I can make that [Ifn-a]." . . . But,

brother Victer's product wasn't as stable".

